
Selecting the Proper Curtain Size
1] CURTAIN WIDTH

FULLNESS > based on 40” width
2X WIDTH = 80” CURTAIN(S)
1.5X WIDTH = 60” CURTAIN(S)
1X WIDTH = 40” CURTAIN(S)
*width can be the sum of multiple panels

For the creation of attractive folds, we recommend selecting a curtain that is 2x wider than the pole or track

WIDTH MEASUREMENT >
TRACK - TOTAL LENGTH of track
POLE - SPACE BETWEEN FINIALS

40”

2] CURTAIN LENGTH
Curtains are measured from the top of the fabric
to the bottom. Standard sizes are easily available 
and may determine where rods are mounted or
if hemming is necessary. There are a number of
lengths and the longer the style, the more 
formal it appears. 

SHORT falls just on the sill
MID falls about 3” below sill
LONG falls 1” above the floor
EXTRA LONG mount rod just below ceilingEXTRA LONG mount rod just below ceiling
and let curtain pool slightly on the floor
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Selecting the Proper Valance and Tier Sizes
1] VALANCE AND TIER WIDTH

For the creation of attractive folds, we recommend selecting a valance that is 2x wider than the pole or track

WIDTH MEASUREMENT >
TRACK - TOTAL LENGTH of track
POLE - SPACE BETWEEN FINIALS

40”

2] VALANCE AND TIER LENGTH
Valences and Tiers are measured from the top of 
the fabric to the bottom. Standard sizes are easily 
available and may determine where rods are 
mounted or if hemming is necessary. 

VALANCES typically 1/4 window height plus 1”VALANCES typically 1/4 window height plus 1”
TIERS typically cover the bottom half of 
the window and are short or mid-length
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FULLNESS > based on 40” width
2X WIDTH = 80” 
1.5X WIDTH = 60” 
1X WIDTH = 40” 
*width can be the sum of multiple panels




